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DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018



HI3097E

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Stainless Steel
Material | Temple: Stainless Steel
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

64-14-142



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Very elaborate in construction, with lenses applied by nylon, a bridge welded on the rims externally and a further 
profile welded on the outside of the lens, decorated with colored glaze.

The thin temples have a sinuous and original design and go perfectly with the thin acetate terminal, embellished 
at the end, with the metallic logo H.

In addition to the particular construction, both models are characterized by their shape, from the large round to a 
glamorous square.

The lenses are in Nylon with gradient coloring, base 4, with laser logo on the left lens.

HI3097E

HI3097E-01A HI3097E-06A HI3097E-09A

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3099E

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 |  SUN

Material | Front: Stainless Steel
Material | Temple: Stainless Steel
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

64-14-142



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Very elaborate in construction, with lenses applied by nylon, a bridge welded on the rims externally and a further 
profile welded on the outside of the lens, decorated with colored glaze.

The thin temples have a sinuous and original design and go perfectly with the thin acetate terminal, embellished at 
the end, with the metallic logo H.

In addition to the particular construction, both models are characterized by their shape, from the large round to a 
glamorous square.

The lenses are in Nylon with gradient coloring, base 4, with laser logo on the left lens.

HI3099E

HI3099E-01A HI3099E-06A HI3099E-09A

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3108

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | CLIP-ON

Material | Front: Acetate & Stain-
less Steel
Material | Temple: Nickel Silver
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

57-16.5-140



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Both models fully respect the brand’s DNA; young, current and unique, translated into a very light concept, thanks 
to the use of steel for the contained internal structure, on which the Nylon lenses have been applied with a 

degrading effect and large, soft and captivating shapes.
The thin temple has a delicate twist effect, which is combined with an acetate terminal with the Hickmann logo on 

the end.

HI3108

HI3108-A01 HI3108-D01 HI3108-E01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3110

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Acetate & Stainless Steel
Material | Temple: Nickel Silver
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

54.5-18-140



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Both models fully respect the brand’s DNA; young, current and unique, translated into a very light concept, thanks 
to the use of steel for the contained internal structure, on which the Nylon lenses have been applied with a 

degrading effect and large, soft and captivating shapes.
The thin temple has a delicate twist effect, which is combined with an acetate terminal with the Hickmann logo on 

the end.

HI3110

HI3108-A01 HI3108-D01 HI3108-E01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3112

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Stainless Steel
Material | Temple: Stainless Steel
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

58-17-142



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

This models are offered with the thin steel temple, and the construction of the two eyepieces completely changes, 
which takes place through the flush fitting of two base four nylon lenses.

This particular procedure makes the glasses light and original.
The shapes differ between a round, regular on the outside and slightly “designed” internally with the use of a 

vintage-style metal bridge, while the second has an octagonal and modern shape with a linear bridge.

HI3112

HI3112-03A HI3112-04A HI3112-05A

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3113

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | CLIP-ON

Material | Front: Acetate & Stainless Steel
Material | Temple: Acetate
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

55-15.5-145



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Very modern and captivating interpretation of the traditional “club master” style, normally interpreted in a more 
classical way make the product particularly unique.

A small metal decoration creates a light point on the front area of the eyebrow
The temples are very thin, even in thickness, thanks to the use of Slim Acetate and a flexible steel core.

HI3113

HI3113-A01 HI3113-D01 HI3113-E01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3114

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Acetate & Stainless 
Steel
Material | Temple: Acetate
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

54-15-145



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Very modern and captivating interpretation of the traditional “club master” style, normally interpreted in a more 
classical way make the product particularly unique.

A small metal decoration creates a light point on the front area of the eyebrow
The temples are very thin, even in thickness, thanks to the use of Slim Acetate and a flexible steel core.

HI3114

HI3114-A01 HI3114-E01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI3115

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Stainless Steel
Material | Temple: Stainless Steel
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

57.5-17.5-142



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

This models are offered with the thin steel temple, and the construction of the two eyepieces completely 
changes, which takes place through the flush fitting of two base four nylon lenses.

This particular procedure makes the glasses light and original.
The shapes differ between a round, regular on the outside and slightly “designed” internally with the use of a 

vintage-style metal bridge, while the second has an octagonal and modern shape with a linear bridge.

HI3115

HI3115-03A HI3115-04A HI3115-04B

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI9114

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Acetate
Material | Temple: Nickel Silver
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

53.5-17-145



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Characterized by the original attachment of the very high temple, which goes perfectly with the exclusive shapes 
of the brand; one slightly cat-shaped rectangular and the other round.

The two acetate fronts are made very thin and light, thanks to the use of Slim Acetate.
The lenses are in Nylon with gradient coloring, base 4, with laser logo on the left lens.

On these models, available in three colors, it is possible to adapt the prescription / sun lenses.

HI9114

HI9114-A01 HI9114-E01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI9115

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Acetate
Material | Temple: Nickel Silver
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

51.5-19.145



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

Characterized by the original attachment of the very high temple, which goes perfectly with the exclusive shapes 
of the brand; one slightly cat-shaped rectangular and the other round.

The two acetate fronts are made very thin and light, thanks to the use of Slim Acetate.
The lenses are in Nylon with gradient coloring, base 4, with laser logo on the left lens.

On these models, available in three colors, it is possible to adapt the prescription / sun lenses.

HI9115

HI9115-A01 HI9115-D01 HI9115-G21

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI9116

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Stainless Steel & Acetate
Material | Temple: Phosphor Copper
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

59-18-140



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

The Nylon lenses are superimposed flush with the acetate frame, this particular construction makes the glasses 
original and exclusive, embellished with a metal plate, positioned on the muzzle area.

Modern low forms characterize design.

HI9116

HI9116-A01 HI9116-G21 HI9116-T01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI9117

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Stainless Steel & Acetate
Material | Temple: Phosphor Copper
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

58-18.5-140



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

The Nylon lenses are superimposed flush with the acetate frame, this particular construction makes the glasses 
original and exclusive, embellished with a metal plate, positioned on the muzzle area.

Modern low forms characterize design.

HI9117

HI9117-A01 HI9117-G21 HI9117-T01

hickmanneyeweareurope



HI9118

SPRING/SUMMER
2020

SS20 | SUN

Material | Front: Acetate
Material | Temple: Phosphor Copper
Lenses | Category: 3 Nylon

61.5-15.5-140



DELIVERY 
06/31/2018

CONTACT INFO
info@pagination.com | +39 0423 1916191

ORDER MINIMUM
4 PCS PER STYLE

SEASON
AUTUMN / WINTER 2018

The Nylon lenses are superimposed flush with the acetate frame, this particular construction makes the glasses 
original and exclusive, embellished with a metal plate, positioned on the muzzle area.

Modern low forms characterize design.

HI9118

HI9118-A01 HI9118-G21

hickmanneyeweareurope



info@goeyeweargroup.com | www.goeyeweargroup.com


